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Job Vacancies 
The  Pinks

Timing is everything

For more information or to apply to any of these roles please  email:  
contact@fellowsandassociates.com or phone 020 7903 5019.

Fellows and Associates Ltd. acts as an agency within the meaning of the Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment Businesses Regulations 2003.  We operate a 
strict equal opportunities policy.

Trademark Practice Acquisition, 
London (but other locations considered)
Trademark practice required with a turnover in the region of £750,000 - 
£3 million to join a highly successful London firm.  This private practice of 
patent attorneys has an existing trade mark department but wishes to 
dramatically improve its offering by securing the support of another team.  
The firm is most interested in small to medium practices with an existing 
team of attorneys who will stay with the new merged business post 
acquisition.  They will consider a simple purchase or succession planning 
that allows for new future equity Partners.  Also considered might be 
recruiting the entire trade mark department of a competing firm.

Partner, Electronics, Yorkshire         
Perfect for an existing Partner or Associate with either a small 
following or a good contact base.  Help further develop an electronics 
practice in the Yorkshire region.  The firm offers comprehensive 
support for sound commercial planning allowing you to develop your 
own ideas for a successful business.  It is well run, has had an 
excellent track record of recent accomplishment and a management 
team with a good sense of the requirements for a prosperous future in 
a globalised market place.  An almost blank canvas, with an unlimited 
supply of paint and brushes.  This is a key role for the firm and 
requires a true artist.

Emperor, Baron, Caliph, Tsar, Electronics Wuderkind, and Welsh 
Sympathiser
Be a leader, be a chief.  Be in control, be the centre of a new kind of 
thinking.  Time to raise your sword and scream to the heavens.  Achieve 
and flourish or fail and wither.  Take your electronics expertise and your 
strong sense of self worth to build a practice in Wales in your own way, in 
your own time but with a highly successful brand giving you all of the 
resources you need to build your fiefdom.  Not for everyone, indeed not for 
many, but for you – it’s destiny.   

Biotechnology, Qualified London   
This is no plucky pretender but a genuine biotech powerhouse.  A 
private practice team of true professionals with a 21st century business 
philosophy offering a chance at a realisable and sensational future.  
Want to be Partner? You will and you will know how to get there. Want 
international, cutting edge, complex and challenging work? It’s in almost 
endless supply.  Don’t sit there pondering, fortune favours the brave. 

Chemistry, Part Qualified, Yorkshire
Suddenly it appears there’s work in chemistry.  Where better to be a 
chemist than in Yorkshire for a firm that has proven itself to be a 
consistent recession defier?  Loads of work, fantastic training, and no 
holds barred, seat of your pants, organic chemistry.  What more could 
you want? 

Electronics, Part Qualified/Newly Qualified, Midlands  
Being a patent attorney isn’t all about preparation and prosecution - to 
be successful in this new economic environment you will need so much 
more.  This private practice is keen on creating highly commercial 
business people who happen to be patent attorneys.  Gain insight and 
focus that will take your skills beyond that of your peers and enable 
you to take advantage of an ever changing market.

Electronics, Qualified, London
In an absolutely remarkable run of form, this private practice simply 
can’t stop itself getting new work.  A clever marketing strategy, a 
balance of focus between quality and commerciality and a Partnership 
that agree most of the time they offer a sound proposition for an 
attorney seeking recession proof security and career defining 
opportunity.  Clients are varied, unusual and jaw droppingly 
impressive as is the wide range of very exciting work.  Demanding yet 
rewarding culture, time to find out more?

Biotechnology, Qualified, Midlands
Done with messing around?  Want something just that little bit more 
challenging?  A private practice with a good pedigree needs you.  Who 
are you?  Well you like variety and a healthy mix of direct and indirect 
work but you also have flair and panache and want for something 
more.  This biotechnology practice is going through an exciting phase 
of development and needs free thinkers like you to make them fizz.  

Electronics, Part Qualified/Newly Qualified, Bristol
Planning your future?  This private practice offers an honest 
assessment to all fee earners of what might be achievable and by 
when, and even better than that, will make sure you get there.  In 
the meantime they have a fantastic range of clients and some 
incredibly tantalizing work.  

In House Patent Attorney, Electronics, Home Counties 
A key strategic hire for a global corporation.  You will be a commer-
cially minded, major player with technical expertise in telecommuni-
cations.  You will have a keen sense of politics, particularly when it 
comes to the EPO, and an ability to develop excellent relationships 
with R&D and a network of contacts worldwide.  This is a broad 
based position taking in drafting, prosecuting, licensing and litigation.

Find us on Linkedin: www.linkedinfellows.com or online at: www.fellowsandassociates.com 
for news, videos, jobs and more.

Featured Positions

Other Opportunities:

We need volunteers! If you would be interested in contributing articles 
or writing original work for our website then get in touch and get in 
(virtual) print.


